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Executive Summary


Information technology (IT) infrastructure is
pervasive and critical to our society








Emerging systemic risks to information technology,
and other systems-based infrastructures, require a
very different public policy approach
Contemporary examples of systemic risks help
illustrate the challenges faced by policy-makers





In US Federal Critical Infrastructure Protection
coordination efforts, ‘Information Technology’ is intrinsic to
nearly all critical sectors as well as existing as its own
distinct industry/sector
Current focus of cybersecurity is upon malicious acts

2008 US sub-prime contagion within banking
Data center power buffer decline within IT

Macroprudential policy provides means to manage
these risks


Macroprudential policy approaches being developed in
response to the 2008 global finance crisis should be
extended to the information technology sector through the
most pragmatic regulatory entities

Background:
Information technology pervades all sectors
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Information Technology

Information technology is intrinsic to nearly all critical sectors as well as being a
distinct industry
While IT CIP coordination authority formally lies with DHS, enforceable IT policy
activity most evident in other sectors
External (exogenous) risk to individual institutions (microprudential) dominates IT
security policy focus







*

Prevention of intentional acts of information theft within private sector is the focus of over 70% of
enforceable policy

Source: 2008 GAO Report: Information Technology: Federal Laws, Regulations, and Mandatory Standards for Securing
Private Sector Information Technology Systems and Data in Critical Infrastructure sectors
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Policy focus upon external risk to individual
institutions is natural, but creates blind spot


2001 – Terrorist disaster






2005 – Natural disaster






Exogenous: Intentional, malicious
Policy response: DHS creation, 2 wars, Patriot Act, etc.
Economic costs ($2 trillion, 2,996 lives)

Exogenous: Force of nature
Policy response: DHS 2nd stage review
Economic costs ($100 billion, 1,956 lives)

2008 – Systemic disaster




Endogenous: Business-as-usual
Policy response: Fed Reserve extended powers, bailout
Economic costs:





1
2

$14.5 trillion (33%) global company value wiped1
$12 trillion US & European Bailout1
8 million+ jobs lost2

201x – Our next disasterH?

Source: Bloomberg
Source: Simon Johnson, former IMF chief economist

Emergent Systemic Risk within IT:
Data Center power buffer decline


Data centers house computer servers necessary
to support the complex transactions of the modern
enterprise










Nearly every significant enterprise in nearly every
critical infrastructure uses data centers to support
operations
Common practice for data centers to utilize power
backup buffers (generator and on-site fuel) to mitigate
temporary power outages. 48-72 hour fuel reserve
typical.

Exponential growth in power consumption within
data centers has outpaced their power buffer
capacity over the past decade.
As a result of business-as-usual practices, US
data centers, in aggregate, are increasingly
sensitive to sustained power outages
Increasingly easier for regional power failure to
rapidly escalate and cascade to other sectors
globally

Data center

Policy Response Options




Practical policy options limited due to absence
of regulatory authority over information
technology system-wide
Policy Options:


Business-as-usual




Tactically target data center power buffer capacity





Continue on and hope for the best, react to events as they
occur
Within sector-specific plans and sector regulatory
authorities with a track-record of IT policy
Also within Federal procurement and internal regulation for
government IT infrastructure

Recommendation: Develop and implement strategic
macroprudential policy approaches for IT and other
system-based infrastructures



Include banking & finance, communications, energy,
information technology, and food & agriculture
Initiate at least within Critical Infrastructure Protection
Advisory Council (CIPAC) institutions, but also consider
Presidential Commission

Conclusion


Emergent Systemic Risks represent a new threat to
US national security, national economic security,
public health and safety.



Within CIP, these risks are greatest in system-based
infrastructures, such asH
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A coordinated national approach to macroprudential
policy, well beyond the response to the 2008 global
financial crisis, is essential to build resilience into the
systems that sustain the United States and the world.

